
Senior Engineer Mechanical (m/f)                               #1945429 

Role Description 

 Provide technical leadership to the mechanical team and build working relationships with other disciplines in order 

for the team to execute the development of engine sub-systems and systems from concept and into production 

 Drive multiple projects simultaneously through the identification and mitigation of risks within the project scope 

 Drive technical investigation and resolution within RCA´s and other quality processes through technical review of 

the available data, providing guidance to the team and taking ownership of significant issues as and when required 

 Lead the implementation of DFSS & DFR principles within projects through leading the CTQ process to the system & 

sub-system level, preparation of project risk assessments, review of DFMEA´s & DVP´s at the system and sub-system 

level and leading the preparation of System FMEA´s for new products 

 Identify requirements for new DP´s / DP´s in need of updating and guide engineers through the DP creation/update 

process. Review component and sub-system level standard design practices prior to approval by the chief engineers 

 Work together with internal manufacturing, external sourcing departments and project management to identify 

new opportunities, review project proposals and review new /alternative technologies 

 Review and approve written technical reports. Lead the preparation process for project design reviews, ensuring all 

relevant DR action items are closed prior to the review and driving active involvement of the Chief Engineer prior to 

the review 

 Qualifications 

 Bachelors/masters/doctoral degree (or equivalent) in Engineering or similar specialization 

 Expert knowledge regarding the development of reciprocating engines and their systems, with specialist knowledge 

across core mechanical areas 

 Advance expertise of quality systems (ISO), tools (DFMEA; DVP) and techniques (DFSS, DFR) and their implementation 

into development projects 

 Advanced knowledge of modern design/simulation and data analysis techniques, and detailed 

knowledge/experience applied to core mechanical areas 

 Development of new test and validation techniques for complete engine, system and components 

 You are comfortable in an international environment and have convincing oral and written communication skills 

preferably in both German and English 

 Willingness to travel 

 
According to Austrian law job postings need to include the minimum salary for a position. For 
this position the minimum salary based on the collective agreement is EURO 3.484,42 gross 
monthly. Please note that this is the very minimum salary and will most likely be higher. The 
effective salary is based on the candidate’s Qualification and Experience and will be negotiated 
accordingly.  

Distributed Power – power generated at or near the point of use – is an important growth focus for GE. In the emerging 

economies, the growing middle class requires more power fast, and industries need reliable power they often can’t get 

from the grid. Around the world, businesses and municipalities seeking emergency preparedness and energy efficiency 

want the advantages of on-site power. GE Power & Water’s Distributed Power’s (DP) industry-leading gas turbines and 

reciprocating engines are making all of this possible. Headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio, the Distributed Power business 

employs more than 4,500 people around the world. Help us make our mark around the world by joining the Distributed 

Power business in Jenbach, Austria, and advancing the reciprocating engines product line as a vital part of this new 

organization. 


